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ABSTRACT

The need to improve medical diagnosis and reduce invasive surgery
is dependent upon seeing into a living human system. The use
of diverse types of medical imaging and endoscopic instruments
has provided significant breakthroughs, but not without limiting
the surgeon’s natural, intuitive and direct 3D perception into the
human body. This paper presents a method for the use of Aug-
mented Reality (AR) for the convergence of improved perception
of 3D medical imaging data (mimesis) in context to the patient’s
own anatomy (in-situ) incorporating the physician’s intuitive multi-
sensory interaction and integrating direct manipulation with endo-
scopic instruments. Transparency of the video images recorded
by the color cameras of a video see-through, stereoscopic Head-
Mounted-Display (HMD) is adjusted according to the position and
line of sight of the observer, the shape of the patient’s skin and the
location of the instrument. The modified video image of the real
scene is then blended with the previously rendered virtual anatomy.
The effectiveness has been demonstrated in a series of experiments
at the Chirurgische Klinik in Munich, Germany with cadaver and
in-vivo studies. The results can be applied for designing medical
AR training and educational applications.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and vir-
tual realities; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Interaction styles; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Method-
ology and Techniques—Interaction techniques; J.3 [Life and Med-
ical Sciences]
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1 INTRODUCTION

Since the days of Leonardo da Vinci (see figure 1(a)), the ability
to see into a living human system has been tremendously valuable
in providing decisive insight for the medical community for diag-
nosis, surgical operation and post-operative examination. However,
there is equal concern for the application of new methods that need
to consider the patient’s comfort as well as the risk of life and
death consequences. The growing application of Augmented Re-
ality (AR) provides the transfer of volumetric data in context to a
live patient in real-time. The contextual accuracy of the augmen-
tation in real-time and the intuitive representation of layered, com-
plex interoperable biological systems can provide critical insight.
However, there is equal concern of misdiagnosis, due to ineffec-
tive visualization methods when mixing realities with such layered
asymmetrical complexity. There is a need to develop, evaluate and
refine new methods for in-situ visualization to improve depth per-
ception with AR and utilize the natural and intuitive multi-sensory
manipulation in context with the actual living patient.

AR for medical in-situ visualization has been the subject of in-
tensive research in the last decade. The objective of this research
is the use of AR technology for preoperative diagnoses and surgi-
cal planning as well as intraoperative navigation. A medical AR
scene can be presented to the observer using various display de-
vices such as the ”AR window” [24], endoscopic cameras [9] and
different types of head mounted displays [14, 4]. Within the scope
of this project, we employ the stereoscopic video see-though head
mounted display presented by Sauer et al. [22]. Medical in-situ
visualization of anatomy has to fulfill several conditions:

1. The visualization method has to provide a non-restricted view
on the anatomical region of interest, which includes conceal-
ing obstructing anatomy and emphasizing the operation site.

2. Visualized imaging data has to be integrated in a way so that
relative and absolute distances of objects within the AR scene
can be perceived intuitively.

3. Using the AR technology intraoperatively, surgical instru-
ments have to be integrated to enable the observer to perceive
relative distances between anatomy and instrument and to get
visual feedback due to this interaction.



2 RELATED WORK

Various approaches for visualization of volumetric, medical imag-
ing data such asComputed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI)andUltrasoundhave been investigated in the field
of computer graphics [16, 8] and evaluated for purpose in the med-
ical workflow [21, 19]. The need for techniques to explore med-
ical volume data maintaining the ability to understand spatial re-
lations of visualized objects within the volume data is lively dis-
cussed. Burns et al.[6] presented an importance-driven rendering
method to highlight focus regions in visualized medical imaging
data. Bruckner et al.[5] presented an impressive ”context preserv-
ing volume rendering model” [5] working with transparency ef-
fects. Their method uses ”a function of shading intensity, gradient
magnitude, distance to the eye point” [5] to define transparency of
occluding layers. In particular using the distance to eye point is
interesting to be adapted by in-situ visualization for medical aug-
mented reality. Distance could be intuitively defined by the user
wearing an HMD by moving slightly towards the augmented op-
eration site. Krueger et al.[15] introducedClearViewan ”interac-
tive framework for texture-based volume ray-casting” [15]. Their
method uses transparency combined with different shading effects
to emphasize focus and context information, which supports the
perception of spatial information within a region of interest inside
the visualized volume data. Their visualization method uses a high-
lighted ring painted on the skin surface around the region of inter-
est, which was adopted by our visualization method for augmented
reality. Diepstraten et al. [7] propose a small set of guidelines for
using transparency for the automatic generation of illustrative in-
dustrial visualizations to communicate interior structure of objects.
According to the rules ”faces of transparent context objects never
shine through other transparent faces. Opaque objects which are
occluded by two transparent objects do not shine through. Trans-
parency falls off close to the edges of transparent context objects
and increases with the distance to edges” [7]. Despite of providing
a clear view onto the focus, contour rendering has the drawback
that details of the transparent objects are lost and that it ignores
material and surface information of the context objects [7]. Fur-
thermore it only provides ”two transparency states: fully opaque
or fully non-opaque; semi-transparency cannot be visualized” [7].
Interrante et al. [12] determined ”ridge and valley lines” providing
visual cues to ”communicate the shape and position of the trans-
parent skin” and occluded anatomical objects. Another interesting
approach presented by Levoy et al. [17]. They map a solid, simple
shaped texture on an outer semi-transparent surface model occlud-
ing an inner opaque surface model to ”improve the ability to distin-
guish the shape of the surfaces and their relationship to each other”
[17].

However, the mentioned methods deal within virtual environ-
ments and do not consider the requirements for a medical AR scene.
Improving data presentation for correct perception of depth, rela-
tive position and layout of ”hidden and occluded objects”, for in-
stance the position and shape of anatomy inside the human body
from the surgeons point of view, is a major issue in augmented re-
ality [10, 1, 25]. Bajura et al., in the first publication [2] about
medical AR, identified the problem of misleading depth perception
when virtual anatomy occludes the patient. To handle the problem,
they render a ”synthetic hole [...] around ultrasound images in an
attempt to avoid conflicting visual cues”. An interesting approach
to get interactively visual access to occluded objects is based on
”magic lenses” [20]. The lens is used to discover hidden structures,
which are presented distinctively compared to the objects laying
outside the field of the lens. However, the lens requires in most
cases an additional tracked device the guide the virtual tool interac-
tively above the region of interest. Integration of such additional de-
vices is not the objective of this work as hands of a surgeon wearing
the HMD are occupied with the navigation of surgical instruments.

Sielhorst et al. [25] described an evaluation comparing the percep-
tive efficiency of seven different render modes visualizing the spinal
column in situ. Their results show that a virtual window overlaid on
the surface of the patient’s skin is capable of overcoming the lack of
misleading depth perception. The virtual window can be positioned
interactively by head motion of the user wearing an HMD, which is
described in detail in [3]. Both methods described in [3, 2] provide
visual cues to perceive anatomical objects inside the patient, how-
ever the visualizations utilize highlighted, abstract objects, which
are not smoothly integrated into the scene to create an intuitive view
on the operation site. In contrast to our previous work [25], [3] we
focus in the present paper on a more intuitive and elegant method
of data presentation. We try to avoid additional abstract objects
and rather use visual cues composed of natural properties of the
individual anatomy and the observer’s point of view.Several artists
dealt with the problem of presenting anatomical structures and pub-
lish their images. Vesalius published the anatomy bookDe Humani
Corporis Fabricain 1543 (figure 1(b)). In 1510 Leonardo da Vinci
prepared his famous anatomical sketches presenting inner organs
and muscles within the context of the human body (figure 1(a)). De-
velopment of the present visualization pipeline was highly inspired
by the work of Alexander Tsiaras [26] illustrating the anatomy in
an impressive way also from a point of view located outside the
human body.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Anatomical drawing by Leonardo da Vinci(a) and Vesal-
ius(b) 16th century .

This paper focuses on handling the problem of misleading per-
ception of depth and spatial layout in medical AR (see figure 2) by
adjusting the transparency of parts of the video image recorded by
the color cameras of the HMD according to the shape of the pa-
tient’s skin. The modified video image of the real scene is then
blended with the previously rendered virtual anatomy. The tech-
nique is described in detail in section 3.2. In section 3.3 we present

Figure 2: Virtual anatomy, for instance the brain or the spinal column,
is presented superimposed on the patient’s head and seems to be
located in front of the patient.



a method for the smooth integration of surgical instruments into the
medical AR scene. Regarding keyhole surgery, the method high-
lights the port to the inside of the patient. Inside the body, the
instrument is virtually extended to distinguish the position of the
penetration through the skin surface. In addition the method em-
ploys the virtual shadow to provide visual feedback for user inter-
action and enable additional depth cues. For this reason, surgical
instruments are virtually extended as soon as they penetrate into
the patient’s body.

Shadow is a natural illumination effect and provides informa-
tion about the order of objects in an illuminated field of view when
some of these objects, theoccluders, cast shadows on others, the
receivers. Kersten et al. [13] arranged a psychological experiment
presenting the so-called ball-in-box scene. The authors claim: ”The
results support the hypothesis that the human visual system incor-
porates a stationary light source constraint in the perceptual pro-
cessing of spatial layout of scenes” and ”the information provided
by the motion of an object’s shadow overrides other strong sources
of information and perceptual biases, such as the assumption of
constant object size and a general viewpoint”. The authors exam-
ine the perception of the 3D trajectory due to the shadow caused
by the moving objects. The same group shows that an observer is
able to gain information about ”the shape of the object, the shape
of the background surface and the spatial arrangement of the object
relative to the background” [18]. They found out that ”shadows
were perceptually most relevant for the recovery of spatial arrange-
ment, especially when the shadow is in motion”. When the surgeon
guides a surgical instrument close to the visualized anatomy, the
shadow can be recognized on the virtual bones and tissue. Accord-
ing to Kersten et al., the human visual system is able to estimate
the position of the light source and the relative distances and in this
case, between the instrument and the spinal column.

3 METHOD

This section describes the AR system setup and the technique en-
abling an intuitive vision channel through the ”real” skin onto vir-
tual anatomy and an appropriate visualization of virtually extended
surgical instruments.

3.1 Tracking System

For superior registration quality, the system uses two synchronized
tracking systems.

The single camera inside-out tracking RAMP system [22] allows
for a high rotational precision [11] necessary for tracking the stereo-
scopic video see-through head mounted display (HMD). Two color
cameras rigidly attached to the HMD simulate the eye’s view. An
additional infrared camera, mounted on the HMD, tracks a refer-
ence frame, a static set of retro reflective markers, for head pose
estimation. There are two major reasons why to choose a video
see-through system. Real and virtual imagery can be optimally
synchronized to avoid time lags between the images of the cam-
era, which would lead to undesirable and (for the user) fatiguing
effects like ”perceivable jitter or swimming” [23]. Second the sys-
tem allows for more options to combine real and virtual imagery
like occluding real objects since we have full control over the real
images while optical systems offer only a brightening augmenta-
tion.

The external, optical outside-in tracking system from A.R.T
GmbH (Weilheim, Germany) with four infrared cameras fixed to
the ceiling covers a large working area (around 2.5m3). Once this
system is calibrated, it provides stable tracking data for a long term
unless cameras are moved. The system is capable of tracking the
targets in our setup with an accuracy of 0.35[mm].

Both systems use the same kind of retro reflective fiducial mark-
ers offering a registration free transformation from one tracking
system to the other. To recover the six degrees of freedom of a

rigid body, the external optical tracking system requires at least four
rigidly attached markers. Fiducial markers are attached to every tar-
get that should be tracked. This could be for example the body of
a patient (respectively a phantom) or surgical instruments. The ref-
erence frame target has an exceptional function as it enables the
transition between the inside-out and the outside-in tracking sys-
tems. Both tracking systems calculate the same coordinate system
for the reference frame. All augmentations on targets, which are
tracked by the optical outside-in tracking system, have to be posi-
tioned with respect to the reference frame of the inside-out track-
ing system. The following equation calculates the transformation
targetTre f from the reference frame to an exemplary target (toTf rom).

targetTre f =target Text∗ (re f Text)
−1 (1)

TransformationstargetText andre f Text are provided by the external,
optical outside-in tracking system. The former describes the trans-
formation with respect to the origin of the tracking system to a tar-
get, the latter one is the transformation from the origin of the track-
ing system to the marker frame for inside-out tracking. Figure 3
provides a schematic overview of the AR system and figure 4 pro-
vides a view on the observer wearing the HMD, the reference frame,
a thorax phantom and one of four infrared cameras of the outside-
in tracking system. A PC based computer is used to render 3D

Figure 3: Schematic overview of the AR system including an exter-
nal, optical tracking system and a stereoscopic, video see-through
head mounted display with a single camera inside-out tracking sys-
tem.

graphics, to compute and include tracking data, to synchronize and
combine imagery of virtual and real entities. The specification is
Intel Xeon(TM), CPU 3,20 GHz, 1,80 GB RAM, NVIDIA Quadro
FX 3400/4400. The HMD has a resolution of 1024x768. Visualiza-
tions of virtual entities are implemented in C++ using OpenGL1.

The transformation for in-situ visualization of volumetric, med-
ical imaging data can be described byCTTre f .

CTTre f =CT T∗patientText∗ (re f Text)
−1 (2)

The optical outside-in tracking system provides the transformations
patientText and re f Text. Markers are segmented automatically from
the volumetric imaging data. Correspondence of segmented posi-
tions and tracking data results in a registration matrixCTTpatient that
aligns the imaging data volume with the tracked object.

Our AR system provides capability for different visualization
techniques such as 3D Texture & GPU-based volume rendering or
polygonal surface models. The present approach works with sur-
face models to reach real-time rendering of the anatomy.

1Open Graphics Library - www.OpenGL.org



Figure 4: The reference frame (see manually inserted red arrow),
the thorax phantom and the instrument are tracked by the infrared
camera attached to a frame work above the scene (see manually
inserted red circle).

3.2 Fusion of Real and Virtual Anatomy

In this section we describe a new technique to manipulate the trans-
parency of the camera image is manipulated as a function of the
geometry of the skin and the line of sight of the observer wearing
the HMD. By using this approach, the anatomy of interest becomes
totally visible, except at positions where partial occlusion by the
skin results in better perception of the focussed anatomy.

The visualization method divides the skin surface into two do-
mains,

• transparent and semi-transparent skin within the vision chan-
nel -TransDom

• opaque skin outside the vision channel -OpaDom

The vision channel to the inside of the patient can be interac-
tively defined by the line of sight of the observer wearing the
HMD. Within TransDomonly parts of the skin providing impor-
tant contextual information are shown. Visualized anatomy within
OpaDomare completely occluded by the skin. Selection of the re-
maining fragments on the skin is performed by three parameters
(described in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3) calculated from geomet-
rical properties of the skin surface and the line of sight of the ob-
server to provide visual cues for correct perception of depth and
spatial layout.

The transparency value of each single pixel of the video image is
determined by off-screen-rendering of a skin model of the human
body. This transparency calculation is done by a fragment shader

program exploring the geometrical properties of the skin. The com-
puted transparency values are stored to a buffer, a designated texture
called transparency map (render-to-texture approach)). This map is
used to blend the video image with the previously rendered virtual
entities of the scene, which is performed by alpha blending. The
alpha values of the video image are determined by lookups into the
generated transparency map using a second shader program. Three
different parameters are taken into account to calculate the trans-
parency (respectively opacity) of a pixel in the video image (see
figure 5):

1. The curvature within the region around a fragment on the skin
surface,

2. the angle between the fragments normal and the vector from
the position of the fragment to the cameras of the HMD and

3. the distance of a fragment on the skin surface to the intersec-
tion point of the line of sight with the skin surface.

Finally these three parameters are combined and stored to the trans-
parency map, which is used to determine the transparency of pixels
of the camera image. The following sections describe the method
in detail.

3.2.1 Curvature

The first parametercurvature(see figure 5(a)) refers to the curva-
ture around a particular 3D position of a fragment on the surface
model of the skin [15]. A curvature value is determined for every
vertex of the surface model of the skin and interpolated for every
fragment during the rasterization process in the rendering pipeline.
The curvature value for a vertex is calculated by comparing the nor-
mal vector~n of the vertex with the normal vectors~ni of all neigh-
boring vertices.N represents the set of normals of the neighboring
vertices.

curv= 1−

(

1−
∑ni∈N ||~n−~ni ||

2· |N|

)α
(3)

The sum of length values resulting from||~n−~ni || are calculated of
every neighboring normal~ni , whereas one length value corresponds
to the angle between two normals. High length values implicate a
high curvature value within the region of the vertex position. The
division of the sum by two-times|N| clamps the curvature value to
the range of[0,1]. α ∈R+ can be modified interactively by the user
to adjust the parametercurvature. Increasingα approximates the
parameterscurvatureto 1, decreasing approximates it to 0. While
increasingα , regions with lower curvature contribute more to the
opacity of the pixel. Thanks to the parametercurvatureregions of
the skin providing high curvature become more opaque than regions
with low curvature. For this reason wrinkled, bumpy and sinuous
regions on the skin can still be seen, while flat parts become trans-
parent. A high weighting of the parameter can be suitable for the
visualization within the face regions as anatomy provides high cur-
vature due to nose, eyes and mouth (see figures 5). The calculation
of the parameter has to be done only once, since the direction of
normals on the surface model of the skin does not change.

3.2.2 Angle of Incidence Factor

The second parameterangle of incidence factor(see figure 5(b))
is defined as a function of the vector pointing from the position of
the fragment to the eye~v (view vector) and the normal~n on the
skin surface. It provides contour information, since it calculates the
dot-product of the normal and the view vector.

angO f Inci= 1− (~n·~v)β (4)

For approximately parallel vectors~n and~v, this parameter is close
to 0 and results in low opacity. For almost perpendicular vectors~n



and~v the parameter converges to 1 resulting in high opacity. Sim-
ilar to the curvature, this parameter can be adjusted interactively
by β ∈ R+. The parameterangle of incidence factoris modified
by the observer wearing the HMD and defining the camera posi-
tions and consequently the view vector for every fragment on the
skin surface. For this reason patches of the skin facing directly to
the observer appear more transparent than others. In contrast to the
curvature the paramter is view-dependent.

3.2.3 Distance Falloff

The third parameterdistance falloff(see figure 5(c)) is a function
of the distance between each surface fragment and the intersection
point of the line of sight and the skin surface. The parameter can be
calculated using any monotonically increasing falloff function. The
transparency of skin patches decreases with respect to the distance
to the intersection point. Skin patches having a greater distance
to the intersection point than a chosen maximum distance are ren-
dered completely opaque. Thus this parameter divides the skin in
theTransDomandOpaDom, whereas the transparent region can be
considered as the vision channel to the region of interest inside the
body. The falloff function leads to a smooth border between the
domainsTransDomandOpaDom.

distFallo f f =

(

saturate(
distToViewIntersecPoint

radiusO f TransparentRegion
)

)γ
(5)

Saturateis a function that clamps its input parameter to[0,1]. The
falloff is calculated by a division of the distance to the intersection
point of the line of sight with the skin surface by the defined ra-
dius of theTransDom. The parameterdistance falloffimplements a
restriction of the observer’s vision channel to the important region
of the virtual entities. The adjustable exponentγ ∈ R+ defines the
smoothness of the transition between the domainsTransDomand
OpaDom. A smaller value forγ results in a smoother transition
and a higher degree of opaqueness close to the intersection point
of the line of sight with the skin surface. Vice versa, a high value
for γ results in a sharp transition of the domains and a low degree
of opaqueness close to the intersection point. The position of the
vision channel is interactively defined by the head motion of the
observer.

3.2.4 Final Transparency/Opacity Determination

In order to calculate the opacity value of a pixel on the video image,
the maximum of the three parameters is determined. In addition to
the respective exponentsα , β andγ, the parameters can be interac-
tively weighted byw1,w2,w3 ∈ R

+.

opacity= saturate(max(w1 ·curv,w2 ·angO f Inci,w3 ·distFallo f f))
(6)

The resulting opacity value is then stored to the mentioned buffer
called transparency map. A second fragment shader uses this map
to define the alpha values of the pixels in the video image. Finally
the colors of the previously rendered virtual objects are blended
with the manipulated video image.

3.2.5 Highlighting the Border of the Semi-Transparent Do-
main

In order to attract the user’s attention to the region of interest, the
border betweenTransDomandOpaDomcan be enhanced with a
colored line on the skin surface having user-defined thickness. For
this purpose the distance of a fragment to the intersection point of
the line of sight and the skin surface, which was already determined
for calculating thedistance falloff parameter, is used. The bor-
der is rendered by setting the red fraction of colors of those frag-
ments to 1 having a distance to the intersection point within the
range[(1− thickness) ·maxdist,maxdist]. thicknessdenotes a user-
defined thickness value for the border andmaxdistdenotes the user-
defined radius ofTransDom.

3.2.6 Virtual Window to the Inside of the Patient

Initially the center ofTransDomon the skin surface is the intersec-
tion point of the line of sight with the skin surface model. The ob-
server wearing the HMD is able to navigate this domain to a region
of interest by moving his/her head to get the desired vision channel
into the patient. The vision channel can be fixed at a particular re-
gion. Enhancing the transition betweenOpaDomandTransDomby
a colored borderline results in a round window overlaid on the skin
surface (see figure 6) providing useful depth cues. While moving
relative to the window, the observer gets an intuitive view on the
anatomy of the patient and depth cues occlusion and motion par-
allax correct depth perception of objects within the field of view.

Figure 6: Moving around the fixed virtual window enables the depth
cue motion parallax and improves depth perception of objects within
the medical AR scene.

3.3 Integration of Surgical Instrument
In keyhole surgery, appropriate surgical instruments are inserted
into the patient’s body through a trocar2 serving as a port to the
operation site. In state-of-the-art systems, video images recorded
by an endoscopic camera device are presented on a monitor view-
ing the operation site inside the patient and involved instruments.
However, surgeons have to deal with visual cues from an additional
environment presented on the monitor and integrate this spatial in-
formation into their mental model of the operation site.

Thanks to an HMD for in-situ visualization in minimally inva-
sive surgery the fields of view can be reduced to only workspace
namely the patient lying on the operation table. Furthermore such
a system does not require the mental mapping of medical imaging
data presented on a 2D display or attached to the wall with the pa-
tient. It integrates such data three dimensionally into the mentioned
field of view. However, this requires new techniques for a smooth
integration of such surgical tools into the AR scene to enable the
surgeon to perceive relative distances between instruments and the
operation site. For this reason, the augmentation of the instrument
is presented only inside the patient’s body. This is performed by
rendering the instrument in two rendering passes after rendering
the skin model. In the first pass the stencil3 bit is set for those frag-
ments of the instrument failing the depth test, that means fragments
of the instruments laying under the skin surface inside the body.
During the first rendering pass, drawing to the color buffer is dis-
abled. In the second pass, fragments are stored to the color buffer
if the stencil bit is set on their respective screen position.

The transparency settings of the video image around the pene-
trating instrument can be adjusted using the previously calculated
intersection point of the instrument and the skin surface. Within
the video images, the region around the port remains opaque, so

2(a) A surgical plastic device used to protect the port through the skin to
the inside of the body for insertion of endoscopic instruments.
(b) A sharp-pointed metal surgical instrument to puncture a body cavity for
insertion of further surgical devices or substances.

3The stencil buffer is an additional buffer beside the color buffer and
depth buffer on modern computer graphics hardware.



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Figures show the three parameters, (a) curvature, (b) angle of incidence factor, (c) distance falloff , without any virtual objects in the
black background. According to the particular parameter, different regions of the skin on the video images remain.

that the real instrument entering the patient is not occluded by the
visualized anatomy. The transparency of pixels within this region
depends on the distance to the estimated intersection point. in order
to do this, a fourth parameter is used for transparency calculation of
the skin around the region of the trocar, which is decreasing linearly
with respect to the distance to the intersection point:

instrumentIntersectionFactor= 1−
distanceToInstrIntersecPoint

maxdist
(7)

In addition to phong shading for the illumination of the virtual
anatomy, a shadow mapping algorithm was integrated to provide
improved spatial information of virtual objects [27]. Shadow cast
by the surgical instrument onto the anatomy provides helpful visual
feedback due to user interaction, which can be used to navigate the
tip of the instrument to the operation site.

3.4 Visualization Pipeline
This section summarizes all necessary rendering steps for the
present visualization technique:

1. Generation of curvature values for each vertex of the skin
model - this has to be done only once.

2. Calculation of the intersection point between skin and instru-
ment - if an instrument is used.

3. Determination of the intersection point of the line of sight
with the skin - if the vision channel is not fixed.

4. Calculation of the transparency map by rendering the skin
model - parameters: center point of transparent region, max-
imum distance to the center point of the transparent region,
”falloff distance” weight, ”curvature” weight, weight of ”an-
gle of incidence factor”, ”falloff distance” exponent, ”curva-
ture” exponent, ”angle of incidence factor” exponent, inter-
section point of the skin and the instrument, thickness of focus
border.

5. Rendering the instrument and increasing the stencil bit when
z-test fails.

6. Calculation of the shadow map - rendering instrument and
datasets from the view geometry of the light source.

7. Rendering the virtual datasets - phong illumination, projec-
tion of fragment positions into the shadow map for shadow
calculation.

8. Drawing the instrument where stencil bit is set.

9. Rendering the camera image with alpha blending manipulated
with the transparency map.

4 RESULTS

The effectiveness of the presented visualization technique is
demonstrated with the resulting images of a cadaver study, a tho-
rax phantom and an in-vivo study.

4.1 Cadaver Study

A cadaver was scanned with a CT scanner. The resulting volu-
metric data set includes imaging data starting from the pelvis and
ending at cervical vertebrae. Before data acquisition, CT mark-
ers were attached to the skin around the region of the spinal col-
umn to automatically register the visualization to the body. Fig-
ures 7 and 9 show the results of the cadaver study. We did not
insert a surgical instrument (see figure 8) into the body, however
figure 7(b) shows the shadow cast onto visualized ribs caused by a
user guided surgical instrument and a virtual light source positioned
above the scene. Figure 7(a) shows an expedient combination of the
three transparency parameters described in section 3.2 including the
highlighted borderline to create a virtual window (section 3.2.6). In

Figure 8: Tracked surgical instrument.

addition to the bones we rendered further tissue, basically the lung,
shown in figures 9.

4.2 Phantom

Images of an augmented thorax phantom showcase the integration
of the surgical instrument for keyhole surgery. Originally the phan-
tom consisted only of a spinal column installed inside the phantom.
However, we extended the phantom’s virtual anatomy by surface
models segmented from the Visible Korean Human (VKH)4 data
set. Virtual models are registered manually to the thorax phantom.
This is sufficient for the evaluation of our visualization method. The
region of the skin around the port for inserting the surgical instru-
ment into the phantom gets opaque when the instrument is pene-
trating the body. Thanks to this effect, the view on the port is not

4The Visible Korean Human project provides different full body data
sets: CT, MRI and anatomical images http://vkh3.kisti.re.kr/new



(a) (b)

Figure 7: Spinal column and ribs can be visualized with a suitable transparency map for the video images (a). Shadow is cast by a surgical
instrument onto the virtual ribs (b). The instrument was not inserted into the body during this study.

(a) (b)

Figure 9: In addition to the visualization of the bones further segmented organs - basically the lung - are visualized. Lumbar vertebrae (a) and
partially removed ribs using clipping volumes(b) to get better view on the lung.

restricted since it is not occluded by the virtual anatomy (see figures
10). The instrument and the anatomical surface models cast shadow
on each other and thus provide helpful visual feedback while navi-
gating the instrument to the operation site. Furthermore, the surgi-
cal instrument is virtually extended only inside the phantom.

4.3 In-Vivo Study

We also had an opportunity to conduct a an in-vivo study. Susanne
5, had a ski accident and got a CT scan of parts of her head. She is
fine again and agreed to participate in the study.

The face structure provides high curvature due to nose, mouth
and eyes and therefore is perfect to showcase the effectiveness of
the present visualization method. At the day of the accident, no CT
markers were attached before the CT scan. For this reason, visual-
ized anatomy was registered manually with her head using natural
landmarks. Figure 11 shows different combinations of the three
parameters to calculate the transparency map. The vision channel

5name changed

through the face surface follows the line of sight of the observer.
Users can intuitively navigate the extended field of view to observe
the patient and determine a reasonable visual port to the operation
site (figures 11). When the region of interest is defined, the vision
channel can be locked. It then turns to a virtual window overlaid
on the skin surface. The window borders can be highlighted and
broadened to enhance the visual cues occlusion and motion par-
allax for improved depth perception while the observer is moving
around the virtual window. Also the patient can be moved while
the virtual window remains at its previously defined position. We
integrated a tracked spoon into the scene to interact with the in-situ
visualization. In order to do this, we created an exact virtual coun-
terpart of the spoon to visualize it also beneath the skin surface and
to cast a shadow on visualized anatomy. We do not insert the spoon
into the mouth because the data set did not include this region. The
spoon was positioned under the skin surface by pressing it against
the cheek, which makes the greenish virtual spoon visible (see fig-
ure 12(a)).

Shadow is also cast onto the virtual skull while moving the spoon



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: When the instrument is inserted through the port the skin remains opaque within the region of penetration (a)(c). Furthermore objects
cast shadow on each other and therefore facilitate the navigation of the instrument (b)(c). The instrument is virtually extended inside the thorax
phantom (b).

around the head space (see figure 12(b)(c)).

5 DISCUSSION

Our current approach uses polygonal surface models to allow for
real time visualization. However, surface models have to be seg-
mented, triangulated and smoothed before the visualization can be
performed. The quality of the transparency effect, in particular
created by the parameterscurvatureand angle of incidence fac-
tor, strongly depends on the accuracy level of the surface model of
the skin. Rendering speed is regulated by the number of processed
triangles of the anatomical surface models. For this reason high
quality of data visualization suffers from low performance speed.
Both factors are essential regarding the acceptance and ease of use
for the AR system.

Future work will include the integration of the method into a
ray cast based volume renderer to be able to render volumetric CT
or MRI data directly without time wasting, preparative steps. Us-
ing such a rendering technique requires powerful hardware to ob-
tain real-time rendering. Next step will be the exploitation of new
graphics hardware and the customization of the present methods ac-
cording to the hardware specification and specific requirements for
medical AR.

In addition, we plan on integrating importance driven rendering
[6] to be able to move the focus region to more deep-seated anatom-
ical regions hidden by bones and further tissue. For instance blood
vessel supplying a tumor are often embedded inside organs. Such
blood vessel structure, for instance rips and occluding tissue, have
to be presented in a way that information about relative position
of anatomical entities as well as information about objects of inter-
est at the operation site, such as the tumor, is optimally provided.
Those blood vessels can be highlighted within CT data due to a pre-
viously injected contrast agent. Hence, unimportant anatomy has to
be suppressed, however, their contextual function for perception of
depth and spatial layout has to be remained.

Our method did not include effects like the ridge and valley lines
[12] or textures [17] to communicate the position and shape of
transparent or semi-transparent occluding layers. We plan to inte-
grate such effects as their perceptive advantage for the medical AR
scenario seems quite promising. Anyhow, it has to be evaluated,
whether such additional abstract fragments can improve perception
or rather hinder the view on the region of interest.

Within this scope, we plan to rearrange an earlier experiment
[25], in order to evaluate the efficiency of the present visualiza-
tion method regarding the correct perception of relative and abso-
lute distances of objects within the AR scene. We recently started
a project aiming at the integration of the present AR system into
the operating room (OR). We determined the clinical intervention

vertebroplastyas a promising application in spine surgery to bring
the system into the OR. Objective of the intervention is to stabi-
lize porous vertebra. Cement is injected through a trocar, which is
inserted into the vertebrae before. The intervention is performed
in the trauma room right under a CT scanner to be able to control
permanently position of the trocar and amount of cement injected
into the vertebra. We plan to track the patient and the trocar and
observe the whole medical procedure with an HMD. Although, in
most cases the CT scan volume is limited to only a few affected
vertebrae we plan to present the CT data with an extended version
of the present method. The actual approach still need to much time
for data preparation to present the system in the OR during an inter-
vention. Once the method is integrated into the mentioned ray cast
based volume renderer, volume data can be rendered directly and
presented as shown in figure 7.

Using the present visualization method for a real patient in par-
ticular organs within the thorax and abdominal region, breathing
affects the registration quality. This topic was not addressed by the
present work. However, we assume that for spine surgery, for in-
stancevertebroplasty, registration quality of vertebrae is sufficient,
if the tracking target localizing the patient and registering the oper-
ation site is attached close to the operation site on the skin. Even
if the patient is in prone position and the spine is moved due to
breathing, relative distance of a suitable arranged CT marker set to
the vertebrae remains adequately.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new method for medical in-situ visualization
that allows for improved perception of 3D medical imaging data
and navigated surgical instruments relative to the patient’s anatomy.
We describe a technique to modify the transparency of video images
recorded by the color cameras of a stereoscopic, video see-through
HMD. Transparency of the video images depends on the topology
of the skin surface of the patient and the viewing geometry of the
observer wearing the HMD. The presented method allows for an
intuitive view on the deep-seated anatomy of the patient providing
visual cues to correctly perceive absolute and relative distances of
objects within an AR scene. In addition, we describe a method
for integrating surgical tools into the medical AR scene resulting
in improved navigation. The effectiveness has been demonstrated
with a cadaver study and a thorax phantom, both visualizing the
anatomical region around the spinal column, and an in-vivo study
visualizing the head.
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